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A Surface Inspection Machine Vision System that
Includes Fractal Texture Analysis
Jonathan M Blackledge, Fellow, IET and Dmitry A Dubovitskiy, Member, IET
Abstract— The detection, recognition and classification of fea-
tures in a digital image is an important component of quality
control systems in production and process engineering and
industrial systems monitoring, in general. In this paper, a new
pattern recognition system is presented that has been designed
for the specific task of monitoring the quality of sheet-steel
production in a rolling mill. The system is based on using both
the Euclidean and Fractal geometric properties of an imaged
object to develop training data that is used in conjunction with a
supervised learning procedure based on the application of a fuzzy
inference engine. Thus, the classification method includes the
application of a set of features which include fractal parameters
such as the Lacunarity and Fractal Dimension and thereby
incorporates the characterisation of an object in terms of texture
that, in this application, has metallurgical significance.
The principal issues associated with object recognition are
presented including a new segmentation algorithm. The self-
learning procedure for designing a decision making engine using
fuzzy logic and membership function theory is also presented and
a new technique for the creation and extraction of information
from a membership function considered.
The methods discussed, and the system developed, have a range
of applications in ‘machine vision’ and automatic inspection.
However, in this publication, we focus on the development
and implementation of a surface inspection system designed
specifically for monitoring surface quality in the manufacture
of sheet-steel. For this publication, we include a demonstration
version of the system which can be downloaded, installed and
utilised by interested readers as discussed in Section VI.
Index Terms— Computer vision, Fractal image analysis, Seg-
mentation, Object recognition, Decision making, Self-learning,
Fuzzy logic, Image morphology, Surface inspection, Defectoscopy.
I. INTRODUCTION
FRACTAL geometry is the geometry associated with nat-urally occurring objects that have repeating patterns at
different scales. The use of fractal geometry for simulation
is well known and extensive [1]. Less well developed is the
use of fractal geometry for characterizing objects in such a
way that a machine dependent interpretation of the object can
be made. A fractal geometric approach to computer vision
is important in the interpretation and recognition of objects
that are characterized by their texture and therefore difficult to
interpret using conventional machine vision techniques. This
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occurs in bio- and medical-imaging problems, non-destructive
evaluation and materials science, for example.
The technology associated with the manufacture of high
quality materials such as in the production of steel often in-
cludes the need for automatic surface inspection systems used
for the purpose of quality control. Quality control systems are
required for several tasks such as: screening defected products,
monitoring manufacturing processes, sorting information for
different applications and product certification for the end user.
The system discussed in this paper has been developed for the
Novolipetsk Iron and Steel Corporation in Russia. The system
was tested with images captured at a standard rolling mill. A
fast moving steel strip with speeds of up to six meters per
second was inspected for several metallurgical class defects.
Object recognition in image analysis involves the use of
image processing methods (e.g. [2], [3], [4]) that are often
designed in an attempt to provide a machine interpretation of
an image, ideally, in a form that allows some decision criterion
to be applied [5]. An object is typically represented by some
pattern matching template. The problem is to find the best
representation for an object given the operating conditions
under which recognition is to be achieved, the object type,
its principal characteristics and the applications to which the
vision system is to be applied.
Pattern recognition uses a range of different approaches
that are not necessarily based on any one particular theme
or unified theoretical approach. The main problem is that, to
date, there is no complete theoretical model for simulating
the processes that take place when a human interprets an
image generated by the eye, i.e. there is no fully self-consistent
model currently available for explaining the processes of visual
image comprehension. Hence, machine vision remains a rather
elusive subject area in which automatic inspection systems
are advanced without having a fully operational theoretical
framework as a guide. Nevertheless, numerous algorithms for
understanding two- and three-dimensional objects in a digital
image have and continue to be researched in order to design
systems that can provide reliable automatic object detection,
recognition and classification in an independent environment,
e.g. [5], [6], [7] and [8]. Most of these ‘systems’ are based on
using Euclidean type metrics and are therefore unable to be
applied to the analysis of objects whose characteristics are of
a non-Euclidean type, e.g. textured.
A. Machine Vision
Machine Vision can be thought of as the process of linking
parts of the visual object’s field with stored information or
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‘templates’ with regard to a pre-determined significance for
the observer. There are a number of questions concerning
vision such as: (i) what are the goals and constraints? (ii)
what type of algorithm or set of algorithms is required to
effect vision? (iii) what are the implications for the process,
given the types of hardware that might be available? (iv) what
are the levels of representation required to achieve vision?
The levels of representation are dependent on what type of
segmentation, including edge detection, can and/or should be
applied to an image [9], [10]. For example, we may be able
to produce primal sketches from an image via some measure
of the intensity changes in a scene which are recorded as
place tokens and stored in a database. This allows sets of raw
components to be generated, e.g. regions of pixels with similar
intensity values or sets of lines obtained by isolating the edges
of an image scene and computed by locating regions where
there is a significant difference in the intensity. However, such
sets are subject to inherent ambiguities when computed from
a given input image and associated with those from which
an existing data base has been constructed. Such ambiguities
can only be overcome by the application of high-level rules,
based on how humans interpret images, but the nature of this
interpretation is not always clear. Nevertheless, parts of an
image will tend to have an association if they share size,
colour, figural similarity, continuity, shading and texture, for
example. For this purpose, we are required to consider how
best to segment an image and what form this segmentation
should take.
The identification of the edges of an object in an image
scene is an important aspect of the human visual system
because it provides information on the basic topology of the
object from which an interpretative match can be achieved.
Some edges can be detected only through a representative view
of a whole image and have no connection with local pixels.
In other words, the segmentation of an image into a complex
of edges is a useful pre-requisite for object identification,
the solution sometimes requiring analysis of the entire scene.
However, although many low-level processing methods can be
applied for this purpose, the problem is to decide which object
boundary each pixel in an image falls into and which high-
level constraints are necessary. Thus, in many cases, a principal
question is, which comes first, recognition or segmentation?
Compared to image processing, computer vision (which
incorporates machine vision) is more than automated image
processing. It results in a conclusion, based on a machine
performing an inspection of its own. The machine must be
programmed to be sensitive to the same aspects of the visual
field as humans find meaningful. In this context, segmentation
is concerned with the process of dividing an image into
meaningful regions or ‘segments’. It is used in image analysis
to separate features or regions of a pre-determined type from
the background and is the first step in automatic image analysis
and pattern recognition. Segmentation is broadly based on one
of two properties in an image: (i) similarity; (ii) discontinuity.
The first property is used to segment an image into regions
which have grey or colour levels within a predetermined
range. The second property segments the image into regions
of discontinuity where there is a more or less abrupt change
in the values of the grey or colour levels.
In this paper, we consider an approach to object detection
in an image scene that is based on a new edge recognition,
edge tracing and edge following algorithm. The segmented
object is then analysed in terms of metrics derived from both a
Euclidean and fractal geometric perspective, the output fields
being used to train a fuzzy inference engine (e.g. [11] and
[12]) with a special developed supervised leaning technique
[13]. The structure associated with this approach is based on
some of the techniques for machine vision reported in [14],
for example. The approach considered is generic in that it
can, in principle, be applied to any type of imaging modality.
There are numerous applications of this technique that include
object recognition where self-calibration and leaning is often
mandatory such as in remote sensing with Synthetic Aperture
Radar [15], [17], medical imaging [16] non-destructive eval-
uation and testing, and other applications which specifically
require the classification of objects that are textural [17].
In this paper, we focus on one particular application associ-
ated with quality control in the manufacture of sheet-steel and,
in particular, the detection of certain type of (surface) defects.
The early detection of such defects allow for corrections to
be made in a manufacturing process. Further, although some
features are not defects as such, information on their regularity
of occurrence, for example, can help to establish the grade
of sheet metal and provide a quality assurance. The system
reported is, in principle, just one of a number of variations
which can be used for object image analysis and classification
in non-destructive evaluation. However, the system specifically
includes features that are based on the textural properties of an
image which is an important theme in object image analysis
and of specific importance in the evaluation of a surface for
the quality control of sheet-steel production.
B. Computer Vision using Fractals
The aims and objectives of the computer vision system
reported in this paper concern the task of developing a
methodology and implementing applications that focus on two
key tasks: (i) the partial analysis of an image in terms of its
fractal structure and the fractal properties that characterize
that structure; (ii) the use of a Fuzzy Logic engine (and/or,
more generally, Artificial Neural Networks) to classify an
object based on both its Euclidean and Fractal geometric
properties. The combination of these ‘geometries’ are used to
define a processing and image analysis engine that is unique
in its modus operandi but entirely generic in terms of the
applications to which it can, in principle, be applied. The
systems development reported reflects a wider investigation
into the numerous applications of pattern recognition using
fractal geometry as a central processing kernel leading to the
development of a new library of pattern recognition algorithms
including the fast computation of fractal parameters such as the
Fractal Dimension, the Information Dimension, Correlation
Dimension and multi-fractals [1], for example.
The literature on fractal geometry over the past thirty years
reflects the wealth of articles that have and continue to use
the principles of fractal geometry for simulation (e.g. [1]
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and references therein). There is also a wealth of literature
describing the ‘fractal characteristics’ of signals and images
in such diverse fields as medicine, speech analysis, telecom-
munications, Internet traffic analysis and so on. However,
there is significantly less published material reporting on the
applications of these ‘fractal characteristics’ for the design
and implementation of operational diagnostic systems, tailored
to a specific application. However, accept for special cases,
fractal based analysis alone is not sufficient in order to design
a recognition and classification system. Both Euclidean and
fractal parameters (and other statistical measures) need to
be combined into a ‘feature vector’ in order to develop an
operational vision system which can analyse objects that have
textural properties. Medical images (including optical, ultra-
sound, CT and MR images, for example) are a natural field of
interest because of their textural nature, complex structures and
the difficulty of obtaining accurate diagnostic results which
are efficient and time effective [16]. This paper focuses on
an application in the area of non-destructive evaluation which
may have other applications in robotics and materials science
(e.g. [18], [19], [20], [21]). Indeed, in principle, any image
analysis problem that can be enhanced using fractal geometry
may find the results associated with his paper and the system
developed to be of value.
C. Euclidean and Fractal Geometry
The underlying philosophy of Euclidean geometry is that
we can combine primitive objects to build-up and construct
complex ones. To do this we first need to analyze a complex
object in terms of its ‘elements’ to construct a simple set of
primitives. This is the basis for the construction of most man-
made objects and computational Euclidean geometry including
computer aided design, solid geometry, etc. It is also the basis
which we tend to use for analysing a complex problem. Fractal
geometry is based on looking at things in terms of the ‘big
picture’ and observing the fact that the ‘smaller pictures’ look
similar. It uses ideas, axioms, theorems and so on associated
with complex objects with repeating patterns, and includes
abstract concepts such as infinite repeatability. Hence, unlike
Euclidean geometry, the philosophy of fractal geometry is to
construct an object by classifying it in terms of its repetitive
underlying structure and repeating this structure again and
again. This is the basis for the ‘geometry’ of most natural
objects [22]. In each case, the image is of an object that, at
first sight, appears relatively complex with different textures.
However, if we ‘look’ at the object imaginatively enough
in terms of its repeating patterns at different scales, then
this complexity starts to be seen for what it is - self-similar
simplicity! This ‘simplicity’ is compounded in a range of dif-
ferent fractal parameters which have a variety of computational
procedures associated with their accurate determination [1]. In
the same way that a two-dimensional Euclidean object might
be classified in terms of Euclidean parameters (such as the
perimeter, area, ‘centre of gravity’ and so on) for the purpose
of generating a matching template, so, fractal objects can be
classified in terms of fractal geometric parameters such as the
Fractal Dimension, Information Dimension and Lacunarity, for
example [23], [22] [24].
The inclusion or otherwise of such ‘fractal parameters’ in
terms of improving vision systems remains to be understood.
However, from the research undertaken to date by the authors
(e.g. [36], [37], [16]), it is clear that texture based analysis
alone is not sufficient in order to design a recognition and clas-
sification vision system. Both Euclidean and fractal parameters
need to be combined into a feature vector in order to develop
an operational vision system which includes objects that have
textural properties. The integration of Euclidean with fractal
geometric parameters provides a more complete ‘tool-kit’ for
pattern recognition in combination with supervised learning
through fuzzy logic criteria, for example. The underlying goal
is to attempt to classify the optimum number of metrics
required for any given application in relation to the use of
a relatively simple fuzzy inference decision engine and/or a
more sophisticated Artificial Neural Network.
D. Texture Segmentation
Segmentation is the process by which image sub-units are
assigned to objects in a scene. There are three main types
of segmentation in practice: pixel based methods, edge based
methods and region based methods. Such techniques often
require a priori knowledge of the types of texture present and
are typically applied to rectangular regions which are itera-
tively reduced in size until internal homogeneity is achieved.
Neighbouring regions are then tested in an attempt to form
aggregations of uniform texture.
Four commonly used techniques for classifying texture are:
(i) Frequency space analysis; (ii) spatial grey level dependence
(co-occurrence) matrices, a technique that computes a matrix
of measures taken from a digital image and then defines fea-
tures (such as the entropy, correlation, local homogeneity, etc.)
as functions of the matrix; (iii) directional autocorrelations to
determine periodicity in which an attempt is made to discover
if there is any repeating pattern(s) in a given direction. This
technique involves taking pixels adjacent in some direction
and correlating them with themselves after shifting them by
one pixel, two pixels, etc; (iv) fractal geometric analysis, e.g.
[1], [4], [23], [22], [24], [25].
Fractal geometry is the geometry of self-similarity in which
an object appears to look similar at different scales. The
term fractal is derived from the Latin adjective fractus. The
corresponding Latin verb ‘frangere means ‘to break’, to create
irregular fragments. In addition to ‘fragmented’ fractus can
also mean ‘irregular’, both meanings being preserved in frag-
ment. The geometry of nature appears to have a fundamental
feature which is that the shapes of things look the same at
different scales (self-similarity) or at least have an affinity at
different scales (self-affinity). There is a fundamental relation-
ship between texture and fractals especially random fractals
(i.e. fractals that are statistically self-affine). The way in which
we tend to perceive this ‘geometry’ is in terms of ‘texture’,
‘an elusive notion which mathematicians and scientists tend
to avoid because they can not grasp it... and... much of fractal
geometry could pass as an implicit study of texture’ - B
Mandelbrot [22].
The self-affine characteristics of features occurring in so
many images leads directly to the question as to how such
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characteristics can be used to enhance the machine interpre-
tation of such images. Fractal geometry provides a range
of metrics which can be used to classify features that are
characterized (not necessarily exclusively) by their texture.
The research reported in this paper is based on a more
general theme which is to develop computer tools to improve
and/or automate image analysis using expert and/or Artificial
Neural Networks, trained with metrics that include the fractal
properties of an image.
The value of using fractal geometry for image analysis lies
in its potential to classify an image into different regions of
texture by using, for example, the Fractal Dimension as a
measure for texture, e.g. [1], [24]. Significant differences in the
texture can occur between two images or between two objects
in the same image scene. In such cases, the Fractal Dimension
can be used as a measure of this difference assuming that it
is constant over the image scene, i.e. that the image is both
fractal and stationary. However, in many practical situations,
images are rarely stationary in the sense that the characteristics
of the features change over the spatial support of the image.
Moreover, these characteristics are rarely completely specified
in terms of fractal geometric, Euclidean geometric or statistical
measures but a combination of all three.
II. OBJECT RECOGNITION
Object recognition is concerned with a machine representa-
tion of a feature in an image which includes an interpretation
such that a particular class can be assigned to the feature.
For a typical object recognition system, the determination of
the class is only one of the aspects of the overall task. In
general, pattern recognition systems receive data in the form of
some experimental variables which collectively form a stimuli
vector [26], [27]. The determination of relevant attributes
in the features that are present within the stimuli vector is
an essential and central kernel in the design of any object
recognition system. Typically, an ordered collection of relevant
attributes which accurately and most completely represent the
underlying features of an object is assembled into a feature
vector.
Class is only one of the attributes that may or may not have
to be determined depending on the nature of the problem. The
attributes may be discrete values, Boolean entities or syntactic
labels, for example. Learning in this context amounts to the
determination of rules of associations between the features and
attributes of an object. Practical image recognition systems
generally contain several stages in addition to the recognition
engine itself. Recognition represents information processing
that is realised by some converter of the information (by some
information channel), having an input and output. On input,
such a system establishes information on the properties of an
object. On output, the information relates to which class or
feature of an object that has been assigned a priori.
The tasks of constructing and applying formal operations
for numerical or character representation of objects in the
real world is a principal basis for pattern recognition. The
equivalence relations express a fit of an evaluated object to
any class considered to have independent semantic units. The
recognition classes of equivalence can be set by the user in
the construction of an algorithm, which may use qualitative
representations or external information on the likeness and
differences of objects in the context of a solved task; the
basis for the phrase ‘recognition with the teacher’. When
a computerized system decides on the task of classification
without engaging external learning information, it is called
automatic classification or ‘recognition without the teacher’.
The majority of algorithms for pattern recognition require the
engagement of a number of algorithms, which can be provided
only with high-performance computers [28].
There are two principal methods for object recognition
which involve parametric and nonparametric approaches. Sta-
tistical, voting and alphabet propositions have been reviewed
in [14], [29] and [7], for example. The main disadvantages of
this approach is that the classes have to be clearly defined
with no overlap. The methods based on the principle of
separation and potential functions can be found in [7] and [30]
which requires a large amount of training data or preliminary
information about the system. This makes the recognition
process rather clumsy and less flexible. Overall, there is no
system which considers object recognition from superpositions
in terms of global scenery. Thus, a principal problem remains,
which is how to evaluate an object as a part of the ‘bigger
picture’ without loss of the specific details and textures re-
quired for precision classification. In this paper, we focus on
a combined approach which includes a method for multiple
object location and classification but also introduces concepts
from fractal geometry to evaluate the texture(s) of features
associated with the metallurgical application considered. This
is typical of many computer vision systems whose design is
influenced by the application to which it is ultimately applied.
Classification of the object(s) considered is undertaken using
a Fuzzy Logic engine which requires expert training. In the
following section the approach used to design the system is
considered in terms of its application for surface inspection
and quality control.
III. OBJECT LOCATION
Recognition is the process of comparing individual fea-
tures against some pre-established template subject to a set
of conditions and tolerances. This task can be reduced to
the construction of some function determining a degree of
proximity of the object to a sample - a template of the object.
The process of recognition commonly takes place in four
definable stages: (i) image acquisition and filtering; (ii) object
location (using edge detection); (iii) measurement of object
parameters; (iv) object class estimation and decision making.
A. Background to the Case
Suppose we have a digital image which is given by a
(discrete) function f [x, y] and contains some object described
by a set of features X = {x1, x2, ..., xn}. We consider
the case when it is necessary to define a sample which is
somewhat ‘close’ to this object in terms of a matching set. The
system discussed in this paper is based on an object detection
technique that includes a novel segmentation method and must
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be adjusted and ‘fine tuned’ for each area of application. This
includes those features associated with an object for which
fractal models are well suited [1], [4]. The most basic approach
consists of calculating some function of a pointwise coinci-
dence between a map of the object and the image together
with a search for a maximum correspondence indicating the
closest match between an object pair or sample. In terms of
a ‘similarity function’, this method can be viewed through
measures such as a sum of square deviations, a sum of the
modulus of deviations or as a paired sum of multiplications of
values of brightness (a function of the greatest transparency),
for example. The first two similarity functions compute the
‘smallness’ of a functional pair; instead of searching for a
maximum (in the correlation surface after application of a
matched filter, for example) it is necessary to search for a
minimum.
Not all fragments of an object are equally important for
recognition and a broadly distributed functional evaluation
matched with weighted coefficients can therefore be under-
taken. Appropriate similarity functions can be used as a sum
of the weighted squares of deviations, a sum of the weighted
modules of deviations and the sum of the weighted multipli-
cation of pairs of brightness values. The correct selection of
weight coefficients is important in the field of identification
and can be calculated from a given set of samples. The
common application for weighted comparisons occurs in the
field of Artificial Intelligence and the design of Artificial
Neural Networks. The advantage of using neural networks,
bearing in mind their high efficiency, lies in the capability of
introducing a flexible set of weights during operation (which,
in practice, relates to the ‘training’ of the system using sample
data). This property becomes especially important, if the data
set is based on a non-stationary model, which varies in time
while it is extended and updated.
The system described in this paper uses a knowledge
database which generates a result (a decision) by subscribing
different objects. The ‘expert data’ in the application field
creates a knowledge database by using a supervised training
system with a number of model objects [32]. The method
is used with feedback relating to operations including object
location and filtering. To illustrate this, we consider a typical
example of an image taken of a metal surface with various
‘defects’ as given in Figure 1.
Figure 1 is the output after applying a Wiener filter and
a Sobel edge detector [1]. Here, edge detection is not used
to provide continuous edge contours but used to provide a
rough location of each defect. The principal aim is to consider
the whole image and not the ‘detail’ associated with the
feature(s) in order to provide a rough guide as to the location
of each object (defect) in the image scene. The object location
algorithm described below is then applied which is based on a
measure of the weight coefficients used to provide information
about object connectivity, an example output of this procedure
being given in Figure 2.
Fig. 1. Example of a digital image of a metal surface with typical defect
object after application of a Wiener filter filtering to remove noise and a Sobel
edge detector.
B. Object Location Algorithm
Object location is based on the weight coefficients for each
pixel (located at x, y) defined as
f [x, y] =
 f [x− 1, y + 1] f [x, y + 1] f [x+ 1, y + 1]f [x− 1, y] pedge[x, y] f [x+ 1, y]
f [x− 1, y − 1] f [x, y − 1] f[x+ 1, y − 1]

⊗⊗ δ2[x, y]pobj[x, y]
where ⊗⊗ denotes the two-dimensional (discrete) convolution
and δ2[x, y] is the two-dimensional Kronecker delta function.
Here, pobj[x, y] is the probability that a pixel at x, y belongs
to the object and pedge[x, y] is the probability that a pixel is
close to an edge. These probability function are obtained from
a fuzzy logic membership function which has a loop-back to
the current object location. Thus, there is a local dependency
of a current pixel f [x, y] being recognised as a part of the
object from the surrounding pixels on a 3×3 window basis
but with a global evaluation based on the functions pobj[x, y]
and pedge[x, y].
The probability function pobj[x, y] is a two dimensional
matrix and recalculates local values dynamically with regard
to f [x, y]. We now consider the process of constructing such
a matrix. First, we compute the intensity Lobj of the object
using only those pixels recognised as being part of the object.
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Fig. 2. Determination of approximate object locations.
Initially Lobj has a higher background level Lbgr and as
long as Lobj = Lbgr, it is taken that all objects have been
indexed. In order to obtain Lobj, we use a probabilistic min-
max equation developed through experimental tests that have
proved to be robust for the majority of images associated with
the application and given by
Lobj =
{





































with 〈 〉 used to denote the average value. The next stage is to





(f [x, y]Lobj[x, y]− Lbgr[x, y] + Ledge[x, y])
where Ledge[x, y] is an edge detection function. An iterative
procedure is then applied and continued until a closed border
is obtained. Depending upon the application, the iteration
can include special filters designed to generate closed edges
as given in Appendix I. The contour tracing and convex
hull information is stored and used for the classification and
decision making procedure. Each object is enumerated before
proceeding to the next step of the object recognition process.
IV. OBJECT CLASSIFICATION AND DECISION MAKING
Once the object(s) have been isolated, object classification
is required in which all possible features that best charac-
terise the object are computed as accurately and efficiently
as possible in order to provide a real time application. In
the application considered here, we focus on a classification
system that involves the textural characteristics of the objects.
Some Euclidean and morphological measures are also con-
sidered. Using a combination of both Euclidean and fractal
geometric measures provides a list of parameters which form
the components of a feature vector X = {x1, x2, ..., xn}.
Details of the parameters x1, x2, ..., xn used as part of the
systems development described in this paper are provided in
Appendix II.
In general, the parameter set that is used depends on the
application considered and requires an experimental procedure
for optimising the system, details of which lie beyond the
scope of this publication. Clearly, using an excessive number
of parameters may not affect recognition accuracy but can
reduce the computational efficiency of the operational system.
The aim is to compute a feature vector that has an optimum
number of Euclidean and Fractal geometric measures which
can be used as an input to a Fuzzy Logic engine coupled with
a suitable supervised learning procedure in order to affect an
accurate and robust decision based on the approach described
below.
A. Decision Making
Information on classes is stored in Knowledge DataBase
(KDB) typically as a specified .kdb file which is loaded into
the system depending upon the specific application. The data
stored in a KDB represents the probability coefficients for the
particular class associated with a particular object, i.e. the class
probability is vector p = {pj}. It is estimated from the object
feature vector x = {xi} and membership functions mj(x)
defined in the knowledge database. If mj(x) is a membership







where σj is the distribution density of values xj at the point
xi of the membership function. The next step is to compute
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where wj is the weight coefficient matrix. This value is used
to select the class associated with
p(j) = min [(pj ·wj − 〈p〉) ≥ 0]
providing a result for a decision associated with the jth class.
The weight coefficient matrix is adjusted during the learning
stage of the algorithm.
The decision criterion method considered here represents a
weighing-density min-max expression, the estimation of the
decision accuracy being achieved via the density function
di = |xσmax − xi|3 + [σmax(xσmax)− pj(xi)]3
with an accuracy determined by





The overall accuracy depends on the level of confidence of
an expert. In some cases, an expert may be unable to make a
clear decision about which class to which an object belongs.
In such cases, an ‘overlap’ occurs and further data is taken to
be required in order to make a decision.
B. Supervised Learning Process
The supervised learning procedure is the most important
part of the system for operation in automatic recognition
mode. The training set of sample objects should cover all
ranges of class characteristics with a uniform distribution
together with a universal membership function. This rule
should be taken into account for all classes participating in
the training of the system. An expert defines the class and
accuracy for each model object where the accuracy is the level
of self confidence that the object belongs to a given class.
The Graphical User Interface (GUI) designed for the training
procedure is discussed later in Section VI(F). During this
procedure, the system computes and transfers to a knowledge
database a vector x = {xi} which forms the membership
function mj(x). The matrix of weight factors wj,i is formed
at this stage accordingly for the ith parameter and jth class










The result of the weight matching procedure is that all
parameters which have been computed but have not made any
contribution to the characteristic set of an object are removed
from the decision making algorithm by setting wj,i to null.
V. SURFACE DEFECT RECOGNITION
Digital images are taken from real sheet metal surfaces
in standard conditions using the same resolution as derived
from a moving sheet using line scan cameras. These data
are saved into a data base in standard grey-scale format with
an 8-bit dynamic range. The data base is generated using a
Microsoft SQL Server for several users. The diagram given in
3 shows the configuration of the system for the whole process
associated with the surface inspection system. The line scan
camera operates like a CCD camera but acquires an image of
the surface on a line-by-line basis as it moves at a velocity
v. The light source in not shown because it depends on cam-
era requirements and the precise configuration of the image
capture device given different ambient lighting conditions, for
example. The ‘Microscan Controller’ is composed of a small
frame and provides data on the surface in real time. The
image and its parameters are transmitted to the ‘Operator PC’
which makes macro decisions for large objects. Ultimately, the
images of defects are ported to a database (the ‘Manufacturing
process control software/database’) where information on a
current ‘production run’ is stored.
Fig. 3. Configuration of the surface inspection system.
After recognition has taken place, the result is stored is
the database, the user checking the location of any defect and
inspecting the location dimensions and results as required. The
system is designed to recognise six classes of defect: (i) Non-
metallic pats - scaling; (ii) Shrunken leaf; (iii) Cusping; (iv)
File mark; (v) Clevage crack; (vi) Tear; clevage cracks and
Tears being the most important defects in a given production
run. Supervised training of the system utilizes upto 20 samples
of each class. Approximately 15-20 objects are required for
estimating the results associated with a particular class giving
results with an accuracy of 85-95% under real operational
conditions in real time.
We consider a typical task associated with the surface
inspection system. For simplicity, we consider two parameters
(two components of the feature vector) and three clearly
identifiable defects that are typical of those used to train the
system and generate the knowledge database with defect prop-
erties as given. Consider the surface defect images illustrating
Scale, Clevage crack and Cusping as shown in a Figure 4
obtained using the system in an off-line mode. A Wiener filter
is first applied to the image to remove background noise.
Object location using a Sobel edge detector is then applied
to determine the defects and the object location algorithm
discussed in Section III applied. For exposition on the output
associated with this example, two parameters are considered
(as defined in Appendix II), namely, the fractal dimension and
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Fig. 4. Example surface defects illustrating Scale (left), Clevage crack
(centre) and Cusping (right)
the convexity factor (one of the ‘geometrical features’ defined
in Appendix II). The system is trained, the supervised learning
process being described in Section IV(B). In the learning
process, the system stores the membership functions as a KDB
file, the membership functions for each parameter associated
with the three defects considered being shown in Figure 5
and Figure 6.
Fig. 5. Fractal dimensions associated with three surface defects.
Fig. 6. Convexity associated with three surface defect.
Here, the horizontal axis displays the parameter values. On
the vertical axis are displayed values relating to the precision
of recognition established by an expert (in this cases, a
metallurgist) during the training session on the basis of their
(expert) knowledge on the nature of the defect. After training
the system using a range of such images (all taken to belong
to one of the three types: Scale, Clevage Crack, we consider
a new image and undertake the same operations as those
made during the training session. The system finds the object
and computes its fractal dimension and convexity factor, the
degree of precision associated with the fractal dimension, for
example, being given in Figure 7. The degree of confidence
Fig. 7. Precision definition
for each class is computed and the maximum of these values
taken to characterize that class to which the given image
corresponds. In the example given, the output is Scale.
The example given above illustrates the principle upon
which the system operates. In practice, the system has been
designed using the parameters defined in Appendix II and
the six defect classes defined above. By recording images of
Fig. 8. Example output of the surface inspection recognition system in which
the defect type, its location in the image frame and associated parameter values
are displayed.
defects obtained through different frame grabbers and with
different system display utilities, a range of results are obtained
which are within the acceptable accuracy associated with an
industrial quality control system for monitoring the production
of sheet-steel, image standardization and correction being
based on the use of Adobe Photoshop. Under identical systems
conditions and image acquisition, the dispersion in accuracy
of the system does not exceed 5. The system developed for
this purpose is discussed further in the following section.
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VI. SURFACE INSPECTION SYSTEM SOFTWARE: ORSIS
In this section, we describe the basis and operational
performance associated with the Oxford Recognition Surface
Inspection System (ORSIS) developed by Oxford Recognition
Limited in collaboration with Dublin Institute of Technology
and Novolipetsk Iron and Steel Corporation. The system
developed has been designed for use with a standard PC with
input from a good quality digital camera using Commercial-
Off-The Shelf hardware. It analyses the structure of a defect,
makes a decision using a knowledge database and outputs a
result. Technical surface inspection experts create a knowledge
database by training the system using a number of case-study
images. This produces a KDB which ‘improves’ with the use
of the system.
The current system is composed of the following basic
steps:
1) Filtering: The image is Wiener filtered to reduce noise
and remove unnecessary and obtrusive features such and
light flecks.
2) Edge detection: The image is segmented to perform a
separate analysis of each object.
3) Object Location: Implements an iterative algorithm for
automatic localisation (as described in Section III).
4) Teaching: For each object, a set of recognition features
are computed based on those discussed in Section IV.
The features are numeric parameters that describe the
objects in terms of a variety of Euclidean and fractal
geometries and statistical features in one- and two-
dimensions. The one-dimensional features correspond to
the border of the defect and the two-dimensional features
relate to the surface within the object boundary. In
addition, a recognition algorithm is used to analyse the
defect structure as illustrated in Figure 9. This provides
information on the possible growth of the object when
an inspection is undertaken over a period of time.
5) Search - Decision Making: The system uses fuzzy logic
to combine features into a decision. A decision is the
estimated class of the object and its accuracy. In this
particular application, the output is designed to give six
classes as described in Section V.
Fig. 9. Analysis of the structure of a defect for comparative features.
A. Key Advantages
The technology delivers high accuracy and automation
which has been made possible by the following innovations:
1) Fractal analysis: The surface and boundary character-
istics of the metallurgical defects considered in this
application have natural fractal properties. Computation
of these fractal properties provides for enhancement of
an efficient and effective detection of defects that would
not otherwise be possible.
2) Extended set of detectable features: High accuracy is
achieved when multiple features are measured together
and combined into a single result.
3) Advanced fuzzy logic engine: The knowledge-based
recognition scheme used enables highly accurate diag-
nosis and offers significant improvements over current
methods.
B. Knowledge Database
ORSIS is a knowledge-based system and requires extensive
training before implementation in a manufacturing and/or
process engineering environment. The training process in-
cludes a review and probabilistic classification of appropriate
images by technical experts who can input results using
the interface shown in Figure 10. The minimal number of
training images depends on the number of classes and the
diversity of objects within each class. The following sections
describe how this application can be downloaded, installed
and implemented. The demo version, which has been made





• >256 Mb RAM
• >30 Mb hard disk space
Image Requirements
• Input format: JPEG, BMP or TIF
• Image size: 640x480 to 1024x728
(higher image resolution requires RAM of 512 Mb or
more)
• Good focus with no motion blur
• Uniform lighting
• Capture of the object which is well centered in the image
frame and does not, for example, extend beyond the
image boundaries
D. Installation
1) The downloadable demo version of ORSIS is available
from hppt://www.oxreco.com/metalsetup.zip.
2) Installation is initiated through setup.exe from the
root folder in which the downloaded application has
been placed.
3) Follow the instructions on screen.
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E. Recognition Mode
1) Click Load Image and select an image of a ‘defect’.
Samples can be found in folder Pictures, which, by
default, reside in
...\ORSIS Demo\Pictures\.
2) Click Filter, Edge Detection, Object Location, Search.
3) Recognition and class estimation takes approximately 20
seconds (for a typical modern PC operating under an XP
windows environment) producing an output of the type
given in (Figure 8).
F. Teaching
1) The default knowledge database is loaded from
...\ORSIS Demo\bin\def.kdb.
To create a new database, select New knowledge DB
from in the File menu (see Figure 11).
2) Click Load Image and select an image of a specific
defect.
3) Click Teach.
4) ORSIS analyses the image for 10-20 seconds whereupon
the Teaching Dialog (Figure 10) pops up for each object.
The user is then required to enter an estimation:
a) Class: 1 (Scaling), 2 (Non-metallic pats), 3
(Shrunken leaf), 4 (File mark), 5 (Clevage crack),
6 (Tear)
b) Probability: a number between 0.0 and 1.0; 1.0
equates to ‘absolutely sure’, whereas zero should
not normally be used. Typical values are 0.90-0.95.
5) Repeat Steps 1-4 to process all training images.
6) Select Save knowledge DB... from File (see Figure 11)
and enter a file name for the knowledge database.
Fig. 10. Teaching dialog
G. User Interface
Main Window The commands available from the main win-
dow (see Figure 8) are summarised in Table I.
File Menu
The file menu is given in Figure 11 whose menu items and
actions are summarised in Table II.
Command Line Execution
To launch the system in automatic mode type:
ORSIS.exe "LoadGraf" %1
where %1 is an image name (JPEG, BMP or TIFF formats are
supported).
Button Action
Load loads image in JPEG, BMP or TIF
formats
Filter performs filtering of loaded image
Edge Detection performs edge detection
Object Location performs recursive object location
algorithm
Teach performs teaching in automatic
mode
Search performs recognition in automatic
mode
Reset performs reset Knowledge Data
Base
Index displays the defect boundary and
features for structural analysis
Zoom switches on/off the zoom mode
(use the left mouse button to zoom
in and the right button to zoom out)
Quit closes the application
TABLE I
BUTTONS AND ASSOCIATED ACTIONS ON THE MAIN WINDOW OF ORSIS.
Menu Item Action
New knowledge DB resets knowledge database
Open knowledge DB... loads knowledge database from a
kdb file)
Save knowledge DB... saves knowledge database to a kdb
file
Open Image... loads image in JPEG, BMP or TIF
formats
Exit closes the application
TABLE II
MENU ITEMS AND ASSOCIATED ACTIONS ON FILE MENU OF ORSIS.
VII. DISCUSSION
The methods discussed in this paper represent a novel
approach to designing an object recognition system that is
robust in classifying textured features, the application con-
sidered in this paper having required a symbiosis of the
parametric representation of an object and its geometrical
invariant properties. In comparison with existing methods, the
approach adopted here has the following advantages:
Speed of operation. The approach uses a limited but effec-
tive parameter set (feature vector) associated with an object
instead of a representation using a large set of values (pixel
values, for example). This provides a considerably higher oper-
Fig. 11. File menu
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ational speed in comparison with existing schemes, especially
with composite tasks, where the large majority of methods
require object separation. The principal computational effort is
that associated with the computation of the features as defined
in Appendix II.
Accuracy. The methods constructed for the analysis of
sets of geometrical primitives are, in general, more precise.
Because the parameters are feature values, which are not
connected to an orthogonal grid, it is possible to design
different transformations (shifts, rotational displacements and
scaling) without any significant loss of accuracy compared
with a set of pixels, for example. On the other hand, the overall
accuracy of the method is directly influenced by the accuracy
of the procedure used to extract the required geometrical tags.
In general, the accuracy of a method will always be lower,
than, for example, classical correlative techniques, where, due
to padding, errors can occur during the extraction of a parame-
ter set. However, by using precise parametrization structures
based on the features defined in Appendix II, remarkably good
results are obtained.
Reliability. The proposed approach relies first and foremost
on the reliability of the extraction procedure used to establish
the geometrical and parametric properties of objects, which,
in turn, depends on the quality of the image; principally in
terms of the quality of the contours. It should be noted, that
the image quality is a common problem in any visual system
and that in conditions of poor visibility and/or resolution, all
vision systems will fail. In other words, the reliability of the
system is fundamentally dependent on the quality of the input
data.
Aditional Features. An additional feature of the system
discussed in this paper, is that the sub-products of the image
processes can be used for tasks that are related to image
analysis such as a search for objects in a field of view, object
identification, maintaining an object in a view field, optical
correction of a view point and so on. These can include tasks
involving the relative motion of an object with respect to
another or with respect to background for which the method
considered can be applied - collision avoidance tasks, for
example, in robotics.
Disadvantages. Among the characteristic disadvantages of
the approach, it should be noted that: (i) The method requires
a considerable number of different calculations to be per-
formed and appropriate hardware requirements are therefore
mandatory in the development of a real time system; (ii)
the accuracy of the method is intimately connected with the
required computing speed - an increase in accuracy can be
achieved but may be incompatible with acceptable computing
costs. In general, it is often difficult to acquire a template of
samples under real life or field trial conditions which have
a uniform distribution of membership functions. If a large
number of training objects are non-uniformly distributed, it
is, in general, not possible to generate accurate results.
Decision Processing steps. The approach to the decision
process proposed includes the following important steps:
(i) the estimation of the density distribution is accurately
determined from the original samples in the membership
function during a supervised learning phase which improves
the recognition accuracy under non-ideal conditions; (ii) the
pre-filtering procedures provide a good response to the re-
quired features of the object without generating noise; (iii)
the segmentation procedure discussed in Sections III efficiently
select only those objects required; (iv) computation of fractal
parameters (the Fractal Dimension and the Lacunarity) helps to
characterize the textural features (in terms of texture classifica-
tion) associated with an object (defect); (v) the integration of
Euclidean with fractal geometric parameters provides a more
complete suite of tools for pattern recognition in combination
with supervised learning through fuzzy logic criteria.
VIII. CONCLUSION
This paper has been concerned with the task of developing
a methodology and implementing applications that are con-
cerned with two key tasks: (i) the partial analysis of an image
in terms of its fractal structure and the fractal properties that
characterize that structure; (ii) the use of a fuzzy logic engine
to classify an object based on both its Euclidean and fractal
geometric properties. The combination of these two aspects
has been used to define a processing and image analysis engine
that is unique in its modus operandi but entirely generic in
terms of the applications to which it can be applied.
The work reported in this paper is part of a wider inves-
tigation into the numerous applications of pattern recognition
using fractal geometry as a central processing kernel. This
has led to the design of a new library of pattern recognition
algorithms including the computation of parameters in addition
to those that have been reported here such as the information
dimension, correlation dimension and multi-fractals [1]. The
inclusion or otherwise of such parameters in terms of improv-
ing vision systems such as the one considered here remains
to be understood. However, from the work undertaken to date,
it is clear that texture based analysis alone is not sufficient in
order to design a recognition and classification system. Both
Euclidean and fractal parameters need to be combined into a
feature vector in order to develop an operational vision system
which includes objects that have textural properties such as
those associated with non-destructive evaluation, materials
science, medical imaging, remote sensing and so on.
The creation of logic and general purpose hardware for arti-
ficial intelligence is a basic theme for any future development
based on the results reported in this paper for the applications
developed and beyond. The results of the current system can
be utilized in a number of different areas although surface
inspection imaging and defectoscopy, in general, would appear
to be one of the most natural fields of interest because of the
nature of the images available, their complex structures and
the difficulty of obtaining accurate diagnostic results which
are efficient and time effective. A further extension of our
approach is to consider the effect of replacing the fuzzy logic
engine used to date with an appropriate Artificial Neural
Network. It is not clear as to whether the application of an
ANN could provide a more effective system and whether it
could provide greater flexibility with regard to the type of
images used and the classifications that may be required.
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long DotX[9]={0,-1,0,1,1,1,0,-1,-1};//Extend surface of
long DotY[9]={0,-1,-1,-1,0,1,1,1,0};//wheel from axle.
int Ox=StartX;// Set position of points ‘A’ and ‘B’.
int Oy=StartY+1;
int ht,HaveToch=2;
do { // Cycle while not returning to initial coordinates.
for (nl=1;nl<=7;nl++){ // Cycle surface of wheel.
ht=HaveToch+nl;
if (ht>8) ht=ht-8;
x1=Ox+DotX[ht]; //Calculate coordinates for
y1=Oy+DotY[ht]; //surface of the wheel.
if (*(pp + x1*h + y1)==0){ //If 0 then move the wheel
Ox=x1; // axle and calculate the point of tangency






if (*(pp + x1*h + y1)==1){ //If 1 then check the
if ((x1==StartX)&&(y1==StartY)) break;// initial
ks=ks++;//conditions
ListDotsX[ks]=x1;// and save the edge






The algorithms presented in this Appendix are reproduced
here for completeness due to their key importance with regard
to designing an effective surface inspection system which
requires an accurate and robust determination of an object
boundary so that the feature elements defined in Appendix
II can be applied effectively. After application of a Sobel
edge detector to provide qualitative estimates on the location
of each defect in the image plane and application of the
object location algorithm given in Section III(B) the Contour
Tracing Algorithm and Convex Hall Algorithm given below
are applied to yield (respectively): (i) a quantitative estimate
of the object(s) boundary from which the fractal dimension can
be computed; (ii) estimates of the Euclidean features described
in Appendix II.
A. Contour Tracing Algorithm
The C++ code for this algorithm is given in Figure 12
which computes the list of coordinates of the edge points of
the segmented object.
The advantage of this algorithm over conventional edge
detection techniques is that it considers not only the brightness
gradient but also the spatial distribution in terms of the
object as a whole. The benefit of this approach includes the
computational costs that are reduced on average by a factor
2-3 and depend only on the complexity of the object.
B. Convex Hull Algorithm
This algorithm is used as a segmentation procedure for
image recognition which is the basis for the MathWorks
MATLAB function ‘Qhull’. However, the algorithm presented
here differs from that available in MATLAB in terms of its
simplicity, reliability and computational speed. The reason for
Fig. 13. C++ algorithm for Convex Hull
{NListDotsX[02*((maxX-minX)+(maxY-minY))] //Create dot list
NListDotsY[02*((maxX-minX)+(maxY-minY))]}//of bound object.
ListDotsX[0]=StartX; // Set the initial coordinates


















for (r=0;r<=RR;r+=step){ // Search for all objects
x4=round((double)StartX + r*cs);//in line of thread.
y4=round((double)StartY + r*sn);
if (*(ppg + x4*h + y4) == 1){
Mx4=x4; // Save last coordinate
My4=y4; // in temporary variables.
}
}
if (((Mx4!=StartX)&&(My4!=StartY)) || //Last dot check.
((Mx4==StartX)&&(Mx4==NListDotsX[nt])&&(Mx4!=NListDotsX[nt+1]))||
((My4==StartY)&&(My4==NListDotsY[nt])&&(My4!=NListDotsY[nt+1]))){
StartX=Mx4; // Assign new start coordinates.
StartY=My4;
nc=nc++;
ListDotsX[nc]=StartX; // Save list of coordinates
ListDotsY[nc]=StartY; // for polygon.
}
}
this is that the number of cycles performed is limited and
equal only to the total border length of the object. The main
idea can be thought of in terms of walking around a contour
while pulling a ‘thread’ which is attached to the object at
a fixed point (initial condition). At any ‘point of curvature’,
the thread stores the coordinates of the outer polygonal point.
Thus, the path of the perimeter around the object provides
the coordinates of all the outer polygonal points. The initial
condition can be at any point along the object boundary.
However, the direction of a detour does not depend on this
conditions. The C++ code for this algorithm is given in
Figure 13. The algorithm provides information on the basic
Euclidean geometry of the object such the boundary area and
perimeter used to define the convexity discussed in Section
V, for example. These Euclidean metrics are used to derive
Euclidean features as defined in Appendix II.
APPENDIX II
FEATURE VECTOR ELEMENTS
Features (which are typically compounded in a set of
metrics - floating point or decimal integer numbers) describe
the object state in an image and provides the input for a
decision making engine. The issue of what type, and how
many features should be used to develop a computer vision
system, is critical in the design. The system considered here
has been developed to include features associated with the
texture of an object, i.e. features that are compounded in
certain parameters associated with the fractal properties of a
surface defect that are a measure texture, namely, the fractal
dimension and the Lacunarity. The following features and their
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derivatives have been considered (through experimentation) in
the system reported.
Average Gradient G
describes how the intensity changes when scanning
from the object center to the border. The object
gradient is computed using the least squares method





















where f˜m,n is the (digital) image of a defined object
(after application of the object location algorithm), N
is the number of pixels defining the object (which
is of compact support S) and rm,n is the distance
between (m,n) and the center (m′, n′), i.e.
rm,n =
√
(m−m′)2 + (n− n′)2.
The center coordinates (m′, n′) correspond to the
local maximums of f˜m,n within the cluster. The
cluster gradient is the average of object gradients,
G = 〈gi〉i∈S
where i ∈ S is the object index.
Fractal Dimension D
determines the frequency characteristics of the ob-
ject. It represents a measure of texture and charac-
terises a random fractal image with a power spectrum
of the form
P 2(kx, ky) = c|k|−2q,
where |k| =
√
k2x + k2y is the spatial frequency, c is
a constant and q = 4 − D. Both D and c can be
computed using a least squares method [1].
Lacunarity (Gap Dimension) Λk
characterizes the way the ‘gaps’ are distributed in
an image [22], [1]. The gap dimension is, roughly
speaking, a measure of the number of light or dark
regions in an image. It is defined for a degree k by
Λk =





where 〈fm,n〉 = 1N
∑
fm,n denotes the mean value.
For the system described in this paper, an average of
local Lacunarities of the degree k = 2 is measured.
Symmetry Features Sn and M
are estimated by morphological analysis in a three-
dimensional space, i.e. two-dimensional spatial coor-
dinates and intensity. A symmetry feature Sn is mea-
sured for a given degree of symmetry n (currently
n = {2, 4}). This value shows the deviation from a
perfectly symmetric object, i.e. Sn is close to zero
when the object is symmetric and Sn > 0 otherwise.
Feature M describes the fluctuation of the centre of
mass for pixels with different intensities; M = 0 for
symmetric objects and M > 0 otherwise.
Structure γ
provides an estimation of the 2D curvature of the
object in terms of the following:
γ < 0, if object bulging is less than a threshold;
γ = 0, if the object has standard bulging;
γ > 0, if object has a higher level of bulging.
Geometrical Features
include the minimum Rmin and maximum Rmax ra-
dius of the object (or ratio Rmax/Rmin), object area
S, object perimeter P (and the ratio S/P 2 - the
‘convexity’) and the coefficient of infill S/SR, where
SR is the area of the bounding polygon which, in
this application, is determined using the convex hull
algorithm given in Appendix I.
The present solution detects objects by computer analysis
using mixed mode features that are based on Euclidean and
fractal metrics. The procedure of object detection is performed
at the segmentation stage and needs to be adjusted for each
area of application. The recognition algorithm then makes a
decision using a knowledge database and outputs a result by
subscribing objects based on the features defined above. The
‘expert data’ associated with a given application creates a
knowledge database by using the supervised training system
with a number of model objects as described in Section IV.
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